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Problem definition

Proposed method

One of the main video compression challenges is to
configure a video codec so that a preset meets user's
requirements for encoding time and video-quality loss.
For a video on presets it can be formulated
as a multicritireon-optimization problem:

,
— the average bitrate/time required to
encode a quality/bitrate unit.
Find:
— approximate solution of
,
i.e. approximate Pareto-optimal set of configurations.

Training
1. Cluster videos according to similarity of Pareto-frontier
structures. Four clusters were obtained
2. Assign to each cluster the Pareto-optimal set of some
video from this cluster
3. Train a model that predicts a cluster using the physical
video features [4]
Inference
1. Compute the physical features for input video
2. Predict a cluster using the model and output Paretooptimal set assigned to the predicted cluster

Results cont.
Average bitrate savings [%] of the predicted presets
versus standard presets and execution time obtained
using different methods:

Bitrate savings [%] obtained using the predicted
presets versus the standard presets on JVET videos:

Dataset creation
For dataset creation we selected 355 videos from
vimeo.com and 1306 presets of x264 video codec.
The following were computed for each video-preset pair:
● encoding time
● objective quality metric — SSIM
● a size of bitstream resulted by encoding

Results
Importance of physical video features in trained model:

Example below demonstrates inefficiency of standard
presets and Pareto-optimal presets for a different video:

Better

Bitrates delivered using optimal, predicted and standard
presets over all train videos in each cluster:

Conclusions
1. The proposed method finds presets that provide
9-20% bitrate savings against x264 standard presets
2. The method slightly looses to existing solutions in
bitrate saving, however, it is faster by 10 times than
existing solutions
3. It can be applied to other video codecs and standards
4. A good dataset creation for video codec modeling is
hard and time-consuming process
5. Acutance metric — Lap Blur and temporal complexity
— TI ME are the most relevant physical video features
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